A Celebration of Success!
At the Prize Distribution Ceremony Std.XII (2019-20)
The atmosphere pulsated with excitement and nostalgia at 10.45 A.M. on
Saturday the 21st of November 2020 as the prize winners of Std. XII of the
academic year 2019-20 gathered to attend the eagerly awaited Annual Prize
Distribution Function. The event was screened through Zoom as a livestream
from Youtube and graced by the Dean and Director and Correspondent, Mrs
Sheela Rajendra, the Principal of PSBB Nungambakkam, Mrs.Vasanthi S.
Teachers, parents and the students of Std XII attended the programme, which
commenced with a melodious invocation to the Almighty. Mrs. Vasanthi S.
warmly welcomed the chief Guest, Prof. S. Sudarshan, Professor at the
Computer Science and Engineering Department and Deputy Director, IIT
Bombay, and a proud alumnus of PSBB, all the dignitaries,parents,staff and
students to the function, invoking the ‘divine blessings of Dr.Mrs.Y.G.P’
‘Success means different things to different people, and can be achieved in
various fields’, said, Prof. Sudarshan,in his address, highlighting the significance
and role of success in the lives of students. He congratulated the prize winners
and motivated all the students to aim for success and to be the best in any field
they chose.
The Dean and Director and Correspondent, Mrs. Sheela Rajendra, congratulated
the prize winners, teachers and parents and encouraged the students to
always put in their “best efforts.” A video illustrating the highlights of the
academic year 2019-20 was played, showcasing the diverse assortment of
events and programs conducted by PSBB Nungambakkam, adding to the
nostalgia in the air.
Numerous prizes, including allrounders, subject proficiency, full attendance
,rolling trophies and scholarships were announced for achievements in
academic as well as extracurricular activities.They ranged from athletics to
debating and music and were a validation of the abundant talent among the
students, besides their meritorious performance in the Class 12 board
examinations.Awards recognizing the social service, good conduct and values
of the students were also announced. Digital photographs were taken of the
prize winners with the chief guest and dignitaries after every set of prizes was
announced. The academic and co-curricular achievements of the students were
played in a video during the programme, apart from the calendar of events,
showcasing the ongoing events this year.

This year a new award, the Krishnan Ishwar Memorial Prize, in memory of Late
Mr. Krishnan Ishwar of the 1973 Matric Batch, a brilliant student who was
cherished by all his teachers and batchmates for his inspiring personality, was
instituted by his classmates for the ‘Best All Rounder in Std.XII.The first proud
recipient of the award was Shravanthi M. of Std XII A (2019-20) It was an
emotional moment as Mr. Ishwar’s family and his close friends fondly
remembered Mr. Ishwar and reminisced their time with him.
The event was indeed a memorable experience, which stimulated students to
follow their own path to success!

